
QSO Absorption Lines and the 3D Matter DistributionJan Peter M�ucket1, R�udiger Riediger1 Patrick Petitjean2;31Astrophysikalisches Institut PotsdamAn der Sternwarte 16, D{14482 Potsdam, Germany2Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, CNRS98bis Boulevard Arago, F{75014 Paris, France3UA CNRS 173- DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-Meudon,Principal Cedex, F{92195 Meudon, FranceOver the past half decade considerable progress has been made in the theo-retical understanding of the nature of the Lyman� forest. In all recent modelsa direct relation between the Lyman� forest and the cosmological structureformation is presumed. Since observational data are available now at almostall redshifts up to z = 5 one would wish to model the complete lines of sightin order to link the Lyman� forest evolution at high and low redshifts. Thehydro-simulations are already able to give a very detailed description of theLyman� forest. The amount of computing time is such however that most ofthe descriptions are limited to z > 2. Using assumptions that have been shownto be valid in the low density regime we have been able to study the evolutionof the Lyman� forest over the whole redshift range 5 > z > 0 (Petitjean et al.1995, M�ucket et al. 1996, Riediger et al. 1998). The results are encouragingenough to consider furter properties of the obtained Ly� cloud distribution.The increasing observational material for QSO pairs and groups yields infor-mation about the probability for line coincidence in the spectra of di�erentQSOs separated by some angle � (see e.g. Petitjean et al. 1998). Using oursimulations we have computed the probabilities for line conincidences as func-tion of the separation between two lines of sight for di�erent redshifts. Thosefunctions show a clear impact of the �lamentary structures of the gas distri-bution. Since the evolution of the �lamentary structures are more sensitivewith respect to the underlying cosmological models the increasing basis of re-lated observational material could provide further criteria for discreminatingbetween the most probable cosmological models.The probabilities of line coincidences in two l.o.s. as function of the sightline separation is shown in Fig. 1. Each plot gives the probabilities for thefour column density thresholds (log(NHI) > 13; 14; 15; 16). The dependenceon redshift can be noticed by comparing the probability plots at two di�erentredshifts (z = 3:0 (top) and z = 1:5 (bottom)). It can be clearly seen that theprobability as function of the separation between two lines of sight is almostat for low column densities while having a steep decrease for high columndensities. This indicates the large contribution of �lamentary and sheetlikedistributed gas. The gas at high column densities which is more concentratedin haloes shows a much steeper decrease with increasing separation.



Figure 1: Probabilities of line coincidences in the spectra of two l.o.s. asfunction of the sight line separation at z = 3 (top) and z = 1:5 (bottom) fordi�erent NHI column density thresholds as indicated in the �gures.References[1] M�ucket J.P., Petitjean P., Kates R.E., Riediger R., 1996, A&A 308, 17[2] Petitjean P., M�ucket J.P., Kates R.E., 1995, A&A 295, l9[3] Riediger R., Petitjean P., M�ucket J.P., A&A 329, 30[4] Petitjean P., Surdej J., Smette A., Shaver P., M�ucket J.P., Remy M., 1998,A&A 334, l45


